
THIS YEA
examined in books of lasting value

from Halsted Press, A Division of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

PORTUGAL: The Last Empire
By Neil Bruce, University of Keele.
ISBN 0-470-11366-9 1975 160 pp. $8.95
(Not available in Canada from Halsted
Press)
A critical examination of the events of
1974 and some of the history behind them
by an expert on Portugal and Portuguese
Africa.

THEORIES OF REVOLUTION:
An Introduction
By A.S. Cohan, University of Lancaster.
ISBN 0-470-16322-4 1975 200 pp. $9.95
(Not available in Canada from Halsted
Press)
Categorizes models of revolution, setting
forth basic assumptions and suggesting
the strengths and weaknesses ofeach.

LATIN AMERICA: The Search for a
New International Role
(Latin American International Affairs
series, vol. 1)
Edited by R.G. Hellman, Center for
Inter-American Relations, and H.J.
Rosenbaum, City University of New York.
ISBN 0-470-36917-5 1975 297 pp. $17.50
(A Sage Publications book)
Essays by leading authorities consider
domestic factors in inter-American
foreign policy-making, inter- and intra-
American relations.

THE NEW POLITICAL ECONOMY:
The Public Use of the Private Sector
Edited by B.L.R. Smith, Columbia
University.
ISBN 0-470-80377-0 1975 344 pp. $20.00
(Not available in Canada from Halsted Press)
Essays organized around the theme of
how to reconcile democratic accounta-
bility with private freedom, identifying
a number of specific problem areas
including health care and traditional
federalism.

COMPARATIVE COMMUNITY
POLITICS
Edited by Terry N. Clark, University
of Chicago.
ISBN 0-470-15858-1 1974 415 pp. $17.50
(A Sage Publications book)
An interdisciplinary collection of both
theoretical and substantive contributions
to one of the critical areas of social
science analysis. Puts U.S. patterns of
power and decision-making into broader
world perspective.

COMPARATIVE PUBLIC POLICY:
Issues: Theories, and Methods
Edited by Craig Liske et al, University
of Denver.
ISBN 0-470-54116-4 1975 300 pp. $20.00
(A Sage Publications book)
Systematically applies new methodologies
to the development of a comprehensive
theory of resource allocation.

To examine these books free for 30 days, write Dept. 18, Halsted Press,
A Division of John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.

Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices slightly higher in Canada. A5209HS
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INTERVENTION
OR ABSTENTION
THE DILEMMA OF AMERICAN
FOREIGN POLICY

Robin Higham, editor
Here, in a series of pointed essays, thirteen
scholars from a variety of perspectives and
specialties examine one of the fundamental
issues of U.S. foreign policy. / $14.75

THE DORR WAR
REPUBLICANISM ON TRIAL, 1831-1861

George M. Dennison
An enlightening new examination of this
constitutional skirmish in Rhode Island and
its implications. / $17.50

LAURA CLAY & THE
WOMAN'S RIGHTS
MOVEMENT
Paul E. Fuller
This biography gives particular attention to
the problems encountered by the Southern
suffragists and to their peculiar dilemma—
the race question. / $12.50

THE IMPROBABLE ERA
THE SOUTH SINCE WORLD WAR II

Charles P. Roland
A fresh perspective on the unforeseen politi-
cal, social, and economic changes in the re-
cent South that are rapidly bringing the end
of an era. / $11.95 (November)

THE LADY &
THE PRESIDENT
THE LETTERS OF DOROTHEA DIX
& MlLLARD FlLLMORE

Charles M. Snyder
Recently discovered and previously unpub-
lished, these letters provide a wealth of new
material for a reinterpretation of these two
national leaders. / $9.50

ADVOCACY &
OBJECTIVITY
A CRISIS IN THE PROFESSIONALIZATION OF
AMERICAN SOCIAL SCIENCE, 1865-1905

Mary O. Furner
A Frederick Jackson Turner Award study.
$17.50

JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU
ON THE INDIVIDUAL
& SOCIETY
Merle L. Perkins / $10.5 Osp

The University
Press
of Kentucky
Lexington 40506
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New from
Columbia

THE WASHINGTON EMBRACE OF BUSINESS
ROGER M. BLOUGH
In this book, the former chairman of the Board of Directors
and chief executive officer of the United States Steel Cor-
poration calls upon business to abandon its hopes for less
federal regulation, demonstrates how the moment's good
politics may have disastrous economic side effects, and
proposes the establishment of a "Hoover Commission" to
examine Congress's attempts at business management.
Benjamin F. Fairless Lectures: Carnegie-Mellon University

$8.95

PUBLIC PAPERS OF THE SECRETARIES-
GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS
ANDREW W. CORDIER and WILDER FOOTE. Editors
"The Public Papers' series is not only a unique and in-
dispensable guide to the history of the United Nations but
also reflects a whole range of international politics in the
post-war era."

Judge Philip C. Jessup,
International Court of Justice

Volume 5: Dag Hammarskjold, 1960-1961
This volume presents the documented story of the United
Nations operation in the Congo and the Soviet challenge to
the Secretary-General's place in world affairs to the time
of Hammarskjold's death. $27.50

SOVIET-THIRD WORLD RELATIONS
CHARLES B. McLANE
Volume 1: Soviet-Middle East Relations
Volume 2: Soviet-Asian Relations
Volume 3: Soviet-African Relations
These volumes constitute a comprehensive and detailed sur-
vey of the Soviet Union's political, economic, and cultural
relations with the countries of the Middle East, South and
Southeast Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa since 1955. This
three-volume series was sponsored by the Central Asian
Research Centre in London. $15.00, each volume

RACE, SCIENCE AND SOCIETY
UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL. SCIENTIFIC AND

CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
Based on the findings of anthropologists, sociologists, psy-
chiatrists, psychologists, historians, and geneticists—this book
attempts to combat racial misconceptions, false theories, and
prejudices by subjecting them to the scrutiny of scientific
investigation. A revised and enlarged edition of Race and
Society, which was widely adopted for classes on race and
human differences. $12.00, cloth; $4.95, paper

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Address for orders: 136 South Broadway, Irvington, New York 10533
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Series Editor Peter H. Merkl

NAZI YOUTH IN THE WEIMAR
REPUBLIC
Peter Stachura

Traces the early history of the Hitler
Youth and its emergence as an organization
of the "Nazi Left". Based largely on un-
published primary source material from
German archives. Index. October 1975.
$5.75 paper. $15.75 cloth.

THE COMPARATIVE POLICY PROCESS
T. Alexander Smith

Comparative case-studies of Great Britain,
the United State, Canada, West Germany,
and France. Tables. Notes. Index, v, 184
pages. May 1975. $4.75 paper. $12.75
cloth.

SELF-MANAGEMENT: New Dimensions
to Democracy
Ichak Adizes & Elisabeth Mann Borgese,
Editors

Documents an international conference
held at the Center for the Study of Demo-
cratic Institutions. Focuses on experiments
in self-management underway in Yugoslavia,
Israel, and Norway. Ca. 192 pages.
September 1975. $4.75 paper. $12.75 cloth.

POWER MAPS: Comparative Politics of
Constitutions
Ivo D. Duchacek

Selected by CHOICE Magazine as "One of
the Outstanding Academic Books of 1974".
Index. 152 pages. 1973. $4.95 paper.
$15.00 cloth.

OTHER TITLES IN THE SERIES

German Foreign Policies West & East: On the
Threshold of a New European Era by Peter
H. Merkl; Rights and Liberties in the World
Today: Constitutional Promise & Reality
by Ivo D. Duchacek.

Special rates for classroom adoption.

FORTHCOMING: Political Culture and
Group Conflicts in Communist China by
Alan P. Liu; Women in the World: A
Comparative Study edited by Lynne
Iglitzin and Ruth Ross; War: A Comparative
and Interdisciplinary Study edited by
Lancelot L. Farrar.

Send for examination copies on departmental letterhead.

American Bibliographical Center • Clio Press, Riviera Campus, 2040 A.P.S., Box 4397, Santa Barbara CA 931 03
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fifties
Power

rrfocus on the realities
A new text for American government courses with a theme students recognize.

by SARKESIAN and NANDA, Loyola University of Chicago

From the Introduction . . .

The "heaviness" with which some
textbooks, address the student com-
pletely submerges the dynamics and
realities of the American political sys-
tem. But more important, we feel that
an introductory textbook should not
try to provide all the political and in-
stitutional details, even if it could.
Rather it should focus on the realities
of the system while providing the stu-
dent with fundamental tools to assess
the system, reference points which

balance the formalities of government
institutions with the realities and
dynamics of politics.

With this in mind, we have focused
on the power theme in assessing
American politics. Using power as
the framework, we will examine the
manner in which

the Americanin
maintain and use
own goals and for
with the system.

political actors
system acquire,
power for their
those associated

Alfred
PUBLISHERS

INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL
by Roger Hamburg, Indiana University, South Bend
Contains summaries of the chapters, synopses of the readings,
additional exercises for the appendix, and test questions for the text.

ALFRED PUBLISHING CO., INC./75 CHANNEL DRIVE/PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y-11050
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

The American Political Science Review

PS

Quarterly journal of scholarly articles and book reviews in political science. Included in APSA member-
ship. Back issues: $10.50 per copy; $25.00 per volume.

Quarterly journal of Association news and articles of professional concern. Included in APSA membership.
Back issues: $2.00 per copy; $5.00 per volume.

DEA NEWS for Teachers of Political Science
Newspaper on education and the curriculum. Included in APSA membership.

Annual Meeting Program
Final program for APSA Annual Meeting. Included in Annual Meeting Registration. Extra copies: $.50.

APSA Annual Meeting Papers**
Hard copies, $3.00 each.

APSA Annual Meeting Proceedings**
Microfilm reels of all papers, 1901-1912; 1956-present. $22.00 per reel.

Cumulative Index to the American Political Science Review**
1906-1968, $6.50.

Cumulative Index to the Proceedings of the Annual Meetings**
Key word index to all papers included in proceedings of Annual Meetings for 1904-1912; 1956-1970:
$18.50.

Women in Political Science: Studies and Reports, 1969-71 of the APSA Committee on the
Status of Women in the Profession**

PB486, $11.00.

Political Science Thesaurus
A major reference tool in political science; this volume represents the terminology control device for a
computer-based information retrieval service. Individuals: Hardback: $20.00; Paper: $15.00. Institutions:
Hardback: $30.00; Paper: $25.00.

APSA Biographical Directory
Biographical information on over 7,000 Association members, plus names and addresses for approximately
12,500 members. Members: Hardback: $7.50; Paper: $5.00. Non-Members: Hardback: $12.50; Paper:
$10.00.

APSA Directory of Members: Annual Supplement to the APSA Biographical Directory
Names and current addresses of all APSA members. $3.00 each.

Guide to Publication in Political Science
Co-sponsored by the APSA Committee on the Status of Women and the Women's Caucus for Political
Science. $1.00.

Roster of Women in Political Science (3rd ed.)
Biographical information on women political scientists. $2.50 each.

Annual APSA Directory of Department Chairpersons
Names and addresses of Chairpersons of departments offering political science at four-year institutions.
$20.00 each.

Personnel Service Guidelines for Employers and Applicants
Pamphlet containing information and guidelines for members of the APSA Personnel Service and for em-
ployers listing their vacancies in the Personnel Service Newsletter. No charge.

••Order from: Customer Service Department
University Microfilms
313 North First Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
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Personnel Service Newsletter
Monthly listing of positions for political scientists. APSA Members: $8.00 subscription.

Careers and the Study of Political Science: A Guide for Undergraduates
A monograph discussing the relationship between political science knowledge and skills and careers in
law, government, business, journalism, teaching, etc. $.50 each; bulk rates available.

Guide to Graduate Study in Political Science
Compilation of Ph.D. and Masters programs in political science. $3.00 each.

Sources of Financial Support for Political Scientists: Research Education, Professional
Development Bulletin 1 : Support for Professional Development: Fellowships and Traineeships

Information on post-doctoral fellowships, internship programs, special training support and foreign travel
grants available to faculty and advanced graduate students. $1.00 each.

Global Dimensions in U.S. Education
A joint publication of the APSA Committee on Pre-Collegiate Education, the Education Commission of
the International Studies Association, and the Center for War/Peace Studies of the N.Y. Friends Group,
Inc. Four publications: The Elementary School, The Secondary School, The University, The Community.
$1.50 each, $5.00 per set.

Comparing Political Experiences
Complete description of an alternative course for high school government instruction. $2.75 each.

SETUPS: American Politics
Supplementary Empirical Teaching Units in Political Science

New computer related instructional materials whereby students learn important substantive topics in
American politics as they learn methods of analysis. Voting Behavior: The 1972 Election by Bruce D.
Bowen, C. Anthony Broh, Charles L. Prysby. Political Socialization Across the Generations by Paul Allen
Beck, Jere W. Bruner, L. Douglas Dobson. Political Participation by F. Christopher Arterton, Harlan
Hahn. Representation in the United States Congress by Ray A. Geigle, Peter G. Hartjens. The Supreme
Court in American Politics: Policy Through Law by John Paul Ryan, C. Neal Tate. U.S. Energy, Environ-
ment and Economic Problems: A Public Policy Simulation by Barry Hughes. For information and price
list write: APSA Division of Educational Affairs.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE MONOGRAPHS
Guides on materials and methods for teaching and learning in political science. A Guide to Library
Sources in Political Science: American Government by Clement E. Vose. $6.50 hardback; $4.00 paper-
back. PSI and Political Science: Using the Personalized System of Instruction to Teach American Politics,
edited by Ralph B. Earle Jr. $3.50 paperback.

Legislative Service Project Manuals
Individual manuals available for: Connecticut, Kansas, Kentucky, Montana, New Hampshire, Ohio,
Oregon, Rhode Island. $2.50 each.

Political Science and State and Local Government
A volume on the current and future state of research and educational programs in the field of state and
local government. $3.75 each.

APSA Membership Mailing Lists and Labels
For information and price list, contact Membership Secretary, APSA.

APSA Political Science Department Chairpersons Mailing Labels
For information and price list, contact APSA Departmental Services Program.

Name_

Address.

City : State Zip_

Order from: American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(All orders must be prepaid)
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—. (^Announcing*

Guide to U.S. Elections
Congressional Quarterly's Guide to U.S. Elections is, without question, the

most ambitious and comprehensive reference book on American elections
ever published. No library, historian or political scientist should be without it.

Presidential elections: state-by-state popular
vote returns for every election since 1824.

Governor elections: popular vote returns for
gubernatorial candidates receiving at least five
per cent of the vote since 1824.

Senate elections: popular vote returns for Senate
candidates receiving at least five per cent of the
vote since 1913, when the 17th Amendment first
required popular election of U.S. senators.

House elections: popular vote returns for House
candidates receiving at least five per cent of the
vote since 1824.

• A 100-page narrative history of all pres-
idential nominating conventions. • Maps
showing electoral college votes • Bio-
graphical profiles on major presidential

and vice presidential candidates • Profiles
of more than two dozen major political parties

A history of the electoral college • A history of re-
districting and reapportionment.

• Fully indexed, with special indexes for all presidential, House, Senate,
governor and southern primary election candidates. In total, more than 60,000
entries.

Publication date:
September 1975

Approx. 1,200 pages,
81/2 x 11"

Cloth bound
$45.00

CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY, INC.
Box 101, 1414 22nd St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20037

Please mail. . copies at $45 each of Guide to U.S. Elections.
Enclose payment and CQ will pay shipping.

Mail to

.Zip.
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BEYOND THE WATER'S EDGE
America's Foreign Policies
Howard Bliss and M. Glen Johnson, Vassar College
This brief overview traces America's foreign policy
from development of the post World War II con-
sensus to the breakdown of that consensus in the
late 1960s and early 1970s. The authors deal with
such matters as the nature of foreign policy; the
major historic themes of U.S. foreign policy; the

major characteristics of the post-war international
system; the President and his primacy in policy
making; the foreign affairs bureaucracy; Congress
and foreign policy; and the impact of non-govern-
mental institutions (the media, public opinion,
interest groups) on foreign policy.
272 pages/paperbound/January 1975/$4.75

POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY IN AMERICA
An Introduction
David A. Caputo, Purdue University
A concise introduction to American government
that stresses contemporary aspects of American
institutions and public policy while providing
students with factual and theoretical information
required to stimulate critical thought about the
complexities and characteristics of the American
political system. Appropriate attention is given

throughout to important contemporary issues such
as race, sex discrimination, international conflict
and human rights. Coverage includes national
political institutions — congress, the courts, the
presidency, the federal bureaucracy; state and
urban politics; group politics and politioal parties;
public policy; the future of American politics.
302 pages/paperbound/1974/$3.95

THE PINNACLE
The Contemporary American Presidency
John F. Murphy, U.S. Coast Guard Academy
In this fresh analysis of the modern American
presidency, the author asserts that President
Truman recognized basic transformations in the
nation wrought by World War II, and that he moved
to create in the presidency an instrument of per-
manent authority capable of pursuing a national
agenda. Trufnan thus placed the President at the

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
The Execution of Public Policy
Don T. Allensworth
Concise, yet comprehensive, this book—an intro-
duction to public administration—covers all major
aspects, including the full range of recent develop-
ments and current trends. Those familiar with other
texts in the field will find greater emphasis here on

pinnacle of authority and responsibility, and he
and his successors must be evaluated in that light.
Professor Murphy then examines the thrust of each
administration, its success in achieving the na-
tional agenda, prospects and possible problems
for the presidency.

215 pages/paperbound/1974/$2.95

the administration of public policy, contemporary
bureaucratic behavior and the politics of admin-
istration. Organization charts, tables, graphs, dia-
grams, maps, drawings and chapter-end sum-
maries are included.
213 pages/paperbound/1973/$3.95

Lippincott
J.B. Lippincott Company • Division of Higher Education

East Washington Square • Philadelphia, Pa. 19105
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1975
a great year for Winthrop...
a good time for you to examine
this fine selection of texts ...

POLITICS OF AMERICAN NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT, 2nd Edition, 1975
by, David C. Saffell (Ohio Northern University)

This new Second Edition 1975 is being more widely adopted than ever — and
for these very good reasons:

•Expanded to include new material on parties, campaigns, elections, and foreign
policy.
•Revised to contain more student oriented material such as: a glossary, provocative
questions for discussion, and pertinent readings.
•Integrates events of 1974 throughout the text.
•Improved Teacher's Manual.

Refined and improved in the light of extensive reviews and critiques of the first
edition — POLITICS OF AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT, 2nd
Edition, 1975 will be an invaluable text to you and your students.
1975 $6.95

INTRODUCTION TO POLITICS
by, Ton Devos (Trinity University)

URBAN POLITICS, 2nd Edition
by, Murray S. Stedman, Jr. (Temple University)

FRENCH POLITICS IN TRANSITION: THE YEARS
AFTER DEGAULLE
by, Roy C. Macridis (Brandeis University)

. .
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Favorite texts—
THE LOGIC OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
by, Steven Rosen (Brandeis University) and Walter S. Jones (Northeastern Univer-
sity)

THE POLITICS OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
by, Martin Shapiro (University of California, San Diego) and Douglas Hobbs
(U.C.L.A.)

PUBLIC POLICY
By, Peter Woll (Brandeis University)

Forthcoming texts—
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT: REFORM IN THE POST-WATERGATE ERA
by, David C. Saffell (Ohio Northern University)
INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN GOVERNMENT: STRATEGY AND
CHOICE
by, Peter Aranson and David Meltz (both at Georgia Institute of Technology)
BLACK AMERICANS AND THE POLITICAL SYSTEM
by, Lucius Barker and Jesse McCorry (both at Washington University, St. Louis)
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
by, Murray S. Stedman, Jr. (Temple University)
INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE
by, David Apter (Yale University)
COMPARATIVE POLITICS: EUROPE
by, Robert Lieber, Alexander Groth, and Nancy Lieber (all at University of
California, Davis)
AFRICAN POLITICS
by, Carl G. Rosberg (University of California, Berkeley) and Robert Jackson (Uni-
versity of British Columbia)
INTRODUCTION TO LATIN AMERICAN POLITICS
by, Arpad von Lazar (Fletcher School), Charles Parrish and Jorge I. Tapia-Videlia
(both of Wayne State University)
POLITICAL FUTURES
by, Leon Lindberg (University of Wisconsin)

If you would like to have more information on these texts please
write to Richard Marran, Winthrop Publishers, 17 Dunster
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Winthrop Publishers
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AugusteComteand Positivism
THE ESSENTIAL WRITINGS

Edited with an Introduction by GERTRUD LENZER

"Gertrud Lenzer is to be congratulated for combining the standard with
less well-known works of Comte, thereby giving a full and intellectually
faithful representation of his thought. Her introductory essay provides
a penetrating account of the intellectual, social, and cultural contexts of
his system of positivism....Professor Lenzer's volume will go far in estab-
lishing Comte's relevance for contemporary social science."

-NE IL J. SMELSER

"Gertrud Lenzer is to be congratulated for the excellent edition of
Comte's writings and especially for her delightfully wicked introduction
which should achieve a honored place in Marxist criticism. Courteously,
indirectly, mischievously she exposes modern sociology as the legitimate
heir of Comte's reactionary thought while properly chiding her bour-
geois colleagues for having abandoned Comte's admirable frankness."

-EUGENE D.GENOVESE

TB/1827 $7.25

A IlARpeR TORCbfcOOk
For a complete
catalog, write

Harper et) Row
Paperback Dept
WE 53d St.. Nevi York 10022
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Just Published!
Political Handbook of the World: 1975

To be up-dated and reissued annually-
Sponsored by the
Council on Foreign Relations
Prepared by the Center for
Comparative Political Research of the
State University of New York, Binghamton

...this brand new edition of the
most comprehensive annual reference of
the world's political structures and events

Essential Political Information about Every Country in the
World • Chiefs of State, Heads of Government, and
Cabinet Memberships • Principal Leaders and Programs of
the Political Parties • Structure of National Legislatures
D Mass Media • Composition and Activities of Major
Intergovernmental Organizations

Edited by Arthur S. Banks
Associate Editor: David L. Carr
Assistant Editors: Rebecca T. Granger,
Cheryl E. Johnson, Michael G. Schechter
Robert S. Jordan, IGO Editor

Published for the Center for Comparative Political Research of the State University
of New York at Binghamton and for the Council on Foreign Relations by
the McGraw-Hill Book Company.

I McGraw-Hill Book Company
! 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020I
• Please send me POLITICAL HANDBOOK OF THE WORLD:
• 1975 for 10 days' free examination. At the end of that
I time I will remit as indicated below plus local tax,
• postage, and handling or return the book without charge.
! Please check one: POLITICAL HANDBOOK OF THE WORLD:
I 1975 (003713-2)
I H $19.95

S i n l
Name.

Address.

I
I City.

$9.95 plus tax, postage and handling in 10 days
and $10 one month later (There is no finance
charge for purchases on terms.)

• Special savings offer—subscribe now to receive future
| up-dated editions of the HANDBOOK (to be published state
• annually) and you will receive this volume for only $13.95

.Z ip .

plus local tax, postage, and handling—a 30% saving. 57J673-4070-3 |

I Future volumes will also come to you at 30% off list. EXTRA SAVINGS-remit in full with order, plus local tax and I
• Free 10 days' examination and return privileges still McGraw-Hill pays postage and handling. Return privileges I
• aPP'y- apply. This offer good only in U.S. and subject to acceptance •
• r j Check here to become a subscriber. by McGraw-Hill. I

>«•>•»«>>«
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CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES: A
Comparative Analysis, Third Edition
Lyman Tower Sargent, University of Missouri, St. Louis

Maintains its essential character as a comparative introduction to the
dominant, and some of the minor political ideologies of the modern
world. Presents the essential features of these belief systems ob-
jectively and understandably. Paperbound/$3.95

AMERICAN RIGHTS POLICIES
Jay A. Sigler, Rutgers University

First book in civil rights to provide a blend of legal, historical, and
linguistic analysis to the politics of civil rights. Sigler presents a
thorough picture of the emergence, development and implementation
of rights in this country. Paperbound/$6.50

SCOPE AND METHODS OF POLITICAL SCIENCE: An
Introduction to the Methodology of Political Inquiry,
Revised Edition
Alan C. Isaak, Western Michigan University

Describes the activities of today's political scientists, their main con-
cerns as well as their expected accomplishments. More complete
and inclusive. $9.95

THE STRATEGY OF SOCIAL PROTEST
William A. Garrison, The University of Michigan

Looks systematically at a series of historical cases to develop gen-
eralizations about the strategy of social protest. Methodologically
sophisticated and theoretically sound. Paperbound/$5.95

Examination copies for adoption consideration available on
request; please indicate course title and text presently used.

THE DORSEY PRESS
Homewood, Illinois 60430
Write for our complete catalog!
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BLUE CROSS SINCE 1929:
Accountability and
The Public Trust
Odin W. Anderson, Center for Health
Administration Studies, University
of Chicago
The development of Blue Cross and
analysis of the relationship between
government and the private sector
in providing health services.
128 Pages $10.00

THE POLITICS OF SOCIAL
PROGRAM EVALUATION
David K. Banner, University of New
Brunswick, Samuel I. Doctors, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, and Andrew
C. Gordon
The scope and impact of politics on
evaluation research — seeks an objec-
tive method of scientific proof of
the efficacy of government funded
social action programs.
224 Pages $13.50

THE NEW POLITICAL
ECONOMY OF THE PACIFIC
Bernard K. Gordon and Kenneth J.
Rothwell, University of New Hamp-
shire, Editors
Dramatically changing alignments —
political and economic — are taking
place in the Pacific Basin. These
essays consider how these changes
will affect the world system.
192 Pages $11.50

PSROs: The Law and
The Health Consumer
Alice Gosfield, Health Policy Per-
spectives
Considers the impact of the PSRO
law on every significant element in
national and local health care deliv-
ery scenes — the most thorough
analysis and critique of the Profes-
sional Standards Review program
yet published
288 Pages $14.50

MAKING THE MIRV:
A Study of Defense
Decision-Making
Ted Greenwood, M.I.T. and Program
for Science and International Affairs
Harvard University
A study of the technical, ideological
and political influences on the weap-
ons-acquisition process; includes
policy proposals.
184 Pages $13.50

PUBLIC NEEDS AND
PRIVATE BEHAVIOR IN
METROPOLITAN AREAS
John E. Jackson, Harvard University
Editor
Alternatives for metropolitan resi-
dents to satisfy their demands for
public services; implications of these
for metropolitan government.
184 Pages $13.50

RIGHT TO COUNSEL:

The Mandate of
Argersinger v. Hamlin
Paul Froyd, Jam's Hoffman, Sheldon
Krantz, David Rossman, and Charles
Smith, Center for Criminal Justice,
Boston University School of Law
An examination of the effects of
the Supreme Court Decision in
Argersinger v. Hamlin on the crim-
inal justice system — the difficulties
of the present legal defense system
in meeting the requirements for
council and specific recommenda-
tions for more efficient implementa-
tion of the decision.
(Price to be announced)

THE PERSISTENT POPPY:
A Computer-Aided Search for
Heroin Policy
Gilbert Levin, Albert Einstein Col-
lege of Medicine; Edward B. Roberts
Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, and Gary B. Hirsch, Pugh-
Roberts Assoc.
Written in clear, non-technical lan-
guage, this book establishes a com-
puter model to examine the system
of forces that encourage and dis-
courage the growth of heroin use in
a community.
240 Pages $12.50

LAW OF THE SEA:
Caracas and Beyond
Francis T. Christy, Jr., Resources
for the Future, Inc.; Thomas
Clingan, Jr., U.S. Department of
State; John King Gamble, Jr., Uni-
versity of Rhode Island; H. Gary
Knight, Louisiana State University;
and Edward Miles, University of
Washington, Editors.
Proceedings of the Ninth Annual
Conference, Law of the Sea Insti-
tute. 416 Pages $15.00

WORLD ENERGY
STRATEGIES:
Facts, Issues, and Options
Amory B. Lovins
(Co-Published with Friends of the
Earth International)
Detailed explanation of technical
elements in disputes about our in-
adequate energy resources.
166 Pages (cloth) $10.95

(paper) $4.95

For information on these
and other Ballinger titles,

please write for our catalog.

MODERNIZING THE
CENTRAL CITY:
NEW TOWNS INTOWN . . .
AND BEYOND
Harvey S. Perloff, et al.. University
of California, Los Angeles
Discussion of HUD programs for
central city modernization — sug-
gestions for strengthening our urban
modernization policies.
448 Pages $15.00

JAPANESE BUSINESS AND
SOCIAL CONFLICT:
A Comparative Analysis of
Response Patterns with
American Business
S. Prakash Sethi, University of
California, Berkeley
A discerning summary of Japanese
management tradition based on an
analysis of the unique social envi-
ronment of the Japanese business
man — compares the responses of
Japanese and American businesses
to specific problems of social con-
cern. 240 Pages $13.50

HEALTH CARE FOR
MIGRANT WORKERS:
POLICIES AND POLITICS
Budd N. Shenkin, M.D., M.A.P.A.,
University of California, San Fran-
cisco.
Policy suggestions — theoretically
sound and politically realistic — for
Federal migrant health care pro-
grams — the basis for Title IV of
the Health Revenue Sharing and
Health Services Act of 1974.
256 Pages $13.50

COMMUNITY ACTION
GROUPS AND
CITY GOVERNMENT
Frank X. Steggert, Renssaeler Poly-
technic Institute
Report summarizing an Urban
Observatory Program study of or-
ganized citizen participation in urban
areas and the kinds of citizen groups
which influence city government.
128 Pages $12.00

THE ENERGY
CONSERVATION PAPERS
Robert Williams, Editor
(Energy Policy Project of the Ford
Foundation)
Fresh facts and new insights into
energy conservation; including how
to save energy; the institutional
obstacles to savings and policies for
overcoming them.
416 Pages (cloth) $17.50

(paper) $8.95

BalBnger
17 Dunster Street, Harvard Square, Cambridge, Mass. 02138
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FromThe Free Press

ENERGY AND WORLD POLITICS
Mason Willrich, University of
Virginia Law School
A penetrating look at the world energy
problems from a political viewpoint!
The political process operating within
and among nations will determine the
future of the world energy situation.
This book probes these political proc-
esses from World War II to the pres-
ent, analyzing the major international
political issues, such as national se-
curity, the world economy, and the
global environment, that have affected
the present situation. Willrich offers
insights into whether a harmonious
pattern of international relationships
is possible, and also considers the
development of international institu-
tions to manage the world energy
problems in the future.
256 pages $10.00

GAME THEORY AND POLITICS
Steven J. Brams,
New York University
"...brings together a large number
of interesting and instructive exam-
ples of the applications of game
theoretic models to various problems
in political science, and the book
does a good job of showing both the
insights that can be gained and the
problems that arise in the use of
these models to analyse empirical
data." —Richard McKelvey,

Carnegie-Mellon University
312 pages $6.95

ON WAR
Political Violence in the
International System
Manus I. Midlarsky,
University of Colorado at Boulder
An investigation of the circumstances
under which the onset of political vio-
lence—internationally, regionally, and
domestically—is most likely; and
those circumstances which most
affect the intensity and duration of
the conflict.
229 pages $14.95

CITIES, SUBURBS, AND STATES
Governing and Financing
Urban America
William G. Colman,
University of Virginia
This is a practical overview of the
problems, functions, and possible al-
ternatives of urban/suburban govern-
ment. It examines the ways in which
the legal and financial structures of
state and local governments influence
their effectiveness in dealing with
housing, manpower, crime, growth,
and Federal programs. It also dis-
cusses incorporation, annexation,
zoning, the "white noose," and the
economic revitalization of eroding
urban areas.
356 pages $12.95

POLICY-MAKING IN THE
FEDERAL EXECUTIVE BRANCH
Edited by Randall B. Ripley and
Grace A. Franklin, both,
Ohio State University
How does the executive branch of
government make policy? Who makes
it? How do the social, economic, and
political environments affect agency
decisions? This book illuminates the
intricacies of bureaucratic policy-
making. At the same time, the authors
examine the current methods of
studying public policy and appraise
the effectiveness of these methods.
224 pages $11.95

THE FREE PRESS
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WHEN LEADERS WERE BOSSES
An Inside Look At Political Machines And Politics

by NOAL SOLOMON

A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY
OF MAJOR AMERICAN POLITICAL MACHINES OF

THE PAST AND PRESENT!

Probing chapters cover Tammany Hall of New York City, Richard Daley of Chicago,
Frank Hague of Jersey City, Thomas Pendergast of Kansas City, Huey Long of
Louisiana, James Curley of Boston, Dan O'Connell of Albany, and other political
bosses. Other topics included in this most unusual book are: The legislative proc-
ess, Congress—the best money can buy, lobbying, campaigning, corruption, and the
ethics of politics.

ILLUSTRATED $7.50

20% professional discount is available on all pre-paid orders

Published by
Exposition Press, Inc.

900 South Oyster Bay Road, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801

(when ordering by mail please add 50$ to cover postage and handling. NYS residents
please add sales tax)

Published by PRAEGER for The Atlantic Council of the United States

The Fate of the Atlantic Community
Elliot R. Goodman

Never before have the competing visions of
the future of the Atlantic Community and
the problems that stand in the way of their
achievement been set forth with such
force and clarity. Attacks on past and present
efforts to transcend the nation-state system
are given particular attention. The possible
evolution of the political, military, economic
and monetary policies of the North Atlantic
area are surveyed and both the potential
benefits and dangers of different
policy choices are identified and evaluated.
Professor Goodman displays a striking
talent for relating problems of Western
organization to the substantive issues of our
time. One consequence of this is the
realization that some of the problems thrust
upon the West are inherently insoluble
in the present matrix of Atlantic methods and
structure. This leads to the conclusion
that improved methods of dealing with those
basic problems are urgently required.

May 1975 603 pages paper $5.95

Academic Market Place
P.O. Box 317, Lavallette, N.J. 08735

Please send me. . paperback
copies of The Fate of the Atlantic
Community <s $5.95. Quantity discount
information available. Payment must
accompany orders. Please make checks
payable to Academic Market Place.
N. J. residents add 5°/o sales tax.

Name

I Address

I City

State Zip

Librarians: Cloth edition available ®
$27.50 from Praeger I
Publishers, New York. '

|
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Norton
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE AMERICAN
PARTY SYSTEM

Political Coalitions from the New Deal to the 1970s
by EVERETT CARLL LADD, JR., University of Connecticut with
CHARLES D. HADLEY, University of New Orleans
Two closeobservers of the political scene trace the recent phenomenon of "unnatural
landslides" to the unraveling of the coalitions that favored, or opposed,
FDR's New Deal programs.
Ready November 1975 $4.95 paper tentative

CONGRESS: Process and Policy
by RANDALL B. RIPLEY, The Ohio State University
"Well-organized, perceptive, and thorough both in its description and in its analysis
of congressional organization and operation, congressional relationships to the
president and to the bureaucracy, and the role of congressional parties."

—Charles M. Hardin, University of California, Davis
352 pages $9.95 cloth

AS ORANGE GOES
Twelve California Families and the Future of American Politics
by KARL A. LAMB, University of California, Santa Cruz
322 pages $3.95 paper

PERSONALITY AND POLITICS
Problems of Evidence, Inference, and Conceptualization
by FRED I. GREENSTEIN, Princeton University
with a new Introduction for the Norton Library edition
211 pages $2.95 paper

FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND THE CONSTITUTION
by LOUIS HENKIN, Columbia University
579 pages $4.95 paper

ON LIBERTY by John Stuart Mill
A Norton Critical Edition
edited by DAVID SPITZ, City University of New York.
Beside the text of On Liberty, this volume includes critical essays attacking and
supporting Mill's theories, a piece by Harriet Taylor, and Mill's own account of the
writing of this enormously influential work.
256 pages $2.95 paper

THE LENIN ANTHOLOGY
edited by ROBERT C. TUCKER, Princeton University
832 pages $4.95 paper

THE MARX-ENGELS READER
edited by ROBERT C. TUCKER
680 pages $3.95 paper

THE ESSENTIAL KROPOTKIN
edited by EMILE CAPOUYA and KEITHA TOMPKINS
400 pages A Liveright title $3.95 paper

For examination copies please write the publisher.

Norton
W-W- NORTON & COMPANY-INC-

500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036
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"Connoisseurs will likewise try the strength
and genuine excellence of a work, as they
do their wine, by its age, which is a sure
mark of a sound, unadulterated constitution."

•-IONDON MAGAZINE, 1781

For British works which have with-
stood the London SUi^t/.rw i I•-*-.! nf
time, there is no moii1 (h-tinili\e soun c
than Xerox Universilv M K rDliltris.

Included in our extensive British
collections art' titles selected

and Redgrave's and Donald
Title Catalogues (or
1M1-1700, respectively;

; outstanding of all
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The American Party Systems
Stages of Political Development
Second Edition
Edited by WILLIAM NISBET CHAMBERS, Washington University, and
WALTER DEAN BURNHAM, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. D A
highly acclaimed collection of essays on the development and functions
of the American political party system, this edition of The American
Party Systems includes a provocative new essay by Professor Burnham on
the politics of the 1970s.

"A superb collection of essays on American political parties made all
the more useful in this second edition by the inclusion of Burnham's new
chapter.... An extremely valuable set of analytical probings of the
American party system and American politics."

—Michael E. Kraft, Vassar College
"Still the best 'textbook' of parties on the market. Excellent concluding

essay by Burnham." —Harry W. Fritz, University of Montana
"This volume remains the best anthology on American political

development available." —Howard L. Reiter, University of Connecticut
1975 584 pp. 8 charts cloth $11.95 paper $3.95

The Judicial Process
An Introductory Analysis
of the Courts of the United States, England, and France
Third Edition
HENRY J. ABRAHAM, University of Virginia. • Now completely updated,
revised and enlarged, the third edition of this well-established text
provides a comparative analysis of the judicial processes in the U.S. and
selected countries abroad. Professor Abraham brings his discussion
up-to-date through 1974 with new material including highlights of the
"Watergate" controversy through the pardon of former President Nixon.
The text focuses on the role and functions of the American judiciary,
particularly on the Supreme Court as a policy-making institution and
features substantial comparative treatment of the role of juries, the staff-
ing and procedures of courts, and the principles, and practices of
judicial review in England, Wales, and France, and with notes on the
Soviet Union.
1975 544 pp. cloth $12.95 paper $5.95

Power, Influence, and Authority
An Essay in Political Linguistics
DAVID V. J. BELL, York University. • In this provocative essay on the
concept of power, Professor Bell draws on recent theories of com-
munication and decision-making to present a study of political linguistics.
He defines and elaborates three concepts of central importance to the
world of politics—power, influence, and authority—and argues that they
are embodied in and expressed through different types of communica-
tion. The political linguistics approach provides a framework for
interpreting and evaluating political acts not only in the national and
international arena but within the family and marketplace as well. "First
class work of conceptualization and synthesis."

—Glynn L. Wood, American University
1975 144 pp. cloth $6.95 paper $2.95
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Politics, Position, and Power
The Dynamics of Federal Organization
Second Edition
HAROLD SEIDMAN, University of Connecticut. • This volume presents
an inside view of federal administration as it affects and is affected by the
competition for power, position, and political advantage. For the Second
Edition, statistics and references have been revised and fresh material
added to bring the presentation up-to-date. In addition, President Nixon's
attempt to achieve a "new American Revolution" through executive
branch reorganization is fully documented.

"A good readable contemporary study of the realities of federal
government organization and its impact on current affairs."

—Kenneth L Knotts, Northwestern State University
"An informed and sophisticated account of the failure of traditional

public administration solutions for federal malaise."
—Sam Postbrief, University of Maryland

1975 370 pp. paper $3.95

Governing Science and Technology
W. HENRY LAMBRIGHT, Syracuse University. • Who governs federal
science and technology? Who sets priorities and how? Who determines
the balance between basic research, applied research, and development
activities? Governing Science and Technology addresses these and other
questions in a penetrating analysis of the politics and administration of
the multi-billion dollar federal research and development enterprise.
Professor Lambright focuses on the role of the administrative agencies
and departments in decisions as to what kind of research and develop-
ment programs are launched, which are implemented or changed, and
which are terminated prior to completion. (Public Administration and
Democracy Series)
Fall 1975 216 pp. cloth $9.00 paper $3.95

The City Boss in America
An Interpretive Reader
Edited by ALEXANDER B. CALLOW, JR., University of California, Santa
Barbara. • From the middle of the nineteenth century to the present day,
the city boss has reflected the growing pains of the American city. In this
anthology, Professor Callow brings together interpretive essays by
historians, political scientists, journalists, sociologists, politicians, and
a novelist that explore the critical features of machine politics: the rise of
the boss, running the machine, the boss and the immigrant, corruption,
the boss and the reformer, and the modern machine. Preceding each
chapter is an interpretive essay which is designed to supplement the
selections.
January 1976 350 pp. paper $5.95

si/ U/| OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
\Ls 2OO MADISON AVENUE

1 NEW YORK. NY. 1OO16
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nternational
Protection of

Human Rights
By Louis B. Sohn, Bemis Processor of International Law, Harvard University
and Thomas Buergenthal, Professor of International Law, State University
of New York at Buffalo

Includes the status of the individual under international law; international
protection of aliens; humanitarian intervention, international protection of
Minority Rights, League of Nation Mandates, The U. N. as Protector of
Human Rights, The European Convention of Human Rights, and the
Inter-American System of Human Rights.

©1973 • 1402 pages • $19.50*

The United Nations as Protector of Human Rights
Softcover edition contains chapters 1 and 6 from INTERNATIONAL
PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS.
587 pages. $9.00*

Regional Conventions on the Protection
Of H u m a n Rights Softcover edition contains
chapters 1, 7 and 8 from INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS.
470 pages. $9.00*

Basic Documents on
International Protection

of Human Rights
By Louis B. Sohn and Thomas Buergenthal
Includes the Charter of the U.N., the major human rights conventions
and declarations of the U.N., relevant instruments of the European and
inter-American regional systems for the protection of human rights. Also
reproduced are the rules of procedure of the instiutions that were
established pursuant to the provisions of these instruments.
©1973 • 244 pages • $4.25*
_ , , , _ . . . *Sales tax where applicable,
UrOer trOW t/ie LaW DlVISIOn postage and handling to be added.

^O The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc.
| I 4300 West 62nd Street • Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

Any reseller is free to charge whatever price it wishes for our books.
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Second Edition, Revised
The Politics of Accommodation
Pluralism and Democracy in the Netherlands
Arend Lijphart
"Will be welcomed as an important contribution to the scarce literature
on- the political system of the Netherlands as well as an interesting
attempt to formulate amendments to pluralist theory."

-American Political Science Review
288 pages, $12.00

Second Edition, Revised
Contemporary Yugoslavia
Twenty Years of Socialist Experiment
Edited by Wayne S. Vucinich
"An excellent source of stimulating and carefully considered thoughts
on that most deviant socialist state." -American Political Science Review

465 pages, $12.50

Too Serious a Business . . .
European Armed Forces and the Approach
to the Second World War
Donald Cameron Watt
Watt examines the effects of the war upon the European powers and
their armed forces and the role this played in the developments in
Europe after 1945.

F 202 pages, $8.50

French Legislators 1800-1834
A Study in Quantitative History
Thomas D. Beck
An original approach to a significant problem in early nineteenth
century French history, this volume is the first systematic analysis
of the composition of the popular house of the French parliament over
alongperiodoftime. 202 pages, $13.75

Now in paper-
Hitler: The Fuhrer and the People
J. P. Stern
In this pioneering study of the rhetoric of Nazism, Stern shows how
Hitler turned his will to power into a program that mesmerized the
German people.

254 pages, $3.65
At bookstores

UniVERJITV OP CAUPORniA PRCII
DCRKCICV 9472O
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POLITICAL SCIENCE THESAURUS

Table of Contents

Foreword
Preface
Description and Use of the Thesaurus . . . .
Associated Listing of Terms
Permuted Index
Geographical Listing
Hierarchical Index
Appendix 1 Thesaurus Rules and Conventions
Appendix 2 Sources of Terms Used in Data Bank
Appendix 3 Participants

POLITICAL SCIENCE THESAURUS

The American Political Science Association is announcing publication of a major reference work, the
Political Science Thesaurus, designed and developed at the University of Pittsburgh by the University
Center for International Studies, the Knowledge Availability Systems Center and the Social Sciences
Information Utilization Laboratory, in conjunction with the Scientific Information Exchange
Committee of the Association.

The Political Science Thesaurus will serve as a major reference tool for political science as well as for
other social sciences. The Thesaurus will be particularly useful to political scientists in their research
and teaching activities. Libraries and information centers will find the Thesaurus very valuable for
organizing their collections.

The Thesaurus will be employed as the terminology control device for a computer-based information\
retrieval service to be known as the United States Political Science Information System (USPSIS). At
present, USPSIS exists as a one-year pilot demonstration project. Seventy-five journals, selected by
members of the American Political Science Association, are being analyzed in their entirety. Articles
are being described by listing their titles, sources, authors, abstracts, special features (such as maps and
charts), and cited authors, proper names, and geographic areas. Each description also includes
appropriate descriptions from the Thesaurus. Books, on a chapter by chapter basis, are to be included
as well. The USPSIS demonstration project will result in practical revisions of the Thesaurus and
valuable data concerning costs and benefits of alternative configurations for the System.

The Political Science Thesaurus will be available in both hardback and paperback editions of
approximately 575 pages. An order form appears on the next page for your convenience.
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FDLITIQfiL S Q I E m THESFHJNUS
A Publication of the

AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

In Conjunction with the

UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
University of Pittsburgh

Compiled by

Carl Beck, Eleanor D. Dym, and J. Thomas McKechnie
University of Pittsburgh

FDLITIBflL
ORDER FORM

The Political Science Thesaurus will consist of approximately 575 pages 7 3/8" x 9 1/4" in size and
will be available in both hardback and paperback editions. Prices for both are listed below on the order
blank. Please return it with your payment to the American Political Science Association, 1527 New
Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. A 10% discount will be given to members of the
APSA.

Individual Rate Institutional Rate

HARDBACK EDITION: $20.00 $30.00

PAPERBACK EDITION: $15.00 $25.00

Please make checks payable to the AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

Name

Address

Zip Code
Enclosed is my payment in the amount of $ for copy(ies) of the
POLITICAL SCIENCE THESAURUS.
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...the most current, topical, and provocative

introductory text on the market today"

Democracy
UnderPressure
AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM

SECOND EDITION

MILTON C. CUMMINGS, JR.,
The Johns Hopkins University

DAVID WISE,
political analyst and author of
The Politics of Lying: Government
Deception, Secrecy, and Power

"Even better than the first edition. I es-
pecially like the extensive use of ex-
amples and pictures. It is one of the few
texts that make it difficult to fall asleep
while reading."

—OWEN NEWCOMER, College of the Canyons

"Democracy Under Pressure is an ex-
ceptional text. I am impressed by its con-
cern for historical accuracy, meaningful
rhetoric, and provocative illustrations.
Most importantly Democracy Under Pres-
sure communicates to young people in a
way that is only rarely matched by other
books in the field of American Govern-
ment."

—CHRISTOPHER HOLLOWAY, Mesa State College

"Outstanding in content, style, and read-
ability."

—P. C. MCLAURIN, JR.,
Mississippi State University

"The book is a fine text in American Gov-
ernment— informative and timely and
quite complete."

—ROBERT W. LANGRAN, Villanova University
"The Second Edition of Cummings and
Wise makes the most interesting reading
of any new American government text I
have examined."

—JIM R. ALEXANDER, Midwestern University
"The Second Edition is undoubtedly the
most current, topical, and provocative
introductory text on the market today. Its
format makes reading and learning more
of an experience than a chore, even to
students with no background in American
government. This is one of the few texts
that students should find hard to put
down. " —WILLIAM H. JERVEY, JR.,

Florida Technological University
"An experience that should be shared by
all students of American Government."

—ARTHUR C. HILL,
Metropolitan Community College

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
New York • Chicago • San Francisco • Atlanta
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Saints and Samurai
The Political Culture of the American
and Japanese Elites
Lewis Austin

By means of interviews and psychological tests,
Lewis Austin examines the attitudes of 42
American and 42 Japanese business executives
and government officials toward authority,
leadership, aggression, conflict, and cooperation.
Focusing mainly on attitudes in small-group
situations, he probes central aspects of elites'
values, beliefs, and goals and relates them to the
political culture of each nation. $12.50

The Morality of Consent
Alexander M. Bickel

A brilliant American legal philosopher—in the
tradition of Edmund Burke—presents a bold and
controversial challenge to liberals and conserva-
tives to reexamine the American system of
political thought and process. $ 10.00

"A very important book. Its arguments and
insights ought to be made widely available."—
Robert H. Bork, Solicitor General of the
United States

From Radicalism to
Socialism
Men and Ideas in the Formation of Fabian
Socialist Doctrines, 1881-1889
Willard Wolfe

The evolution of modern English Socialism from
nineteenth-century Radicalism is examined in
detail. Its progress is described in terms of five
categories of political and social creeds—
Anarchism, Positivism, Secularism, Ethical
Culture, and Christian Humanitarianism.
$17.50

The Middle East and
North Africa in World
Politics: A Documentary
Record
Second edition, revised and enlarged

Volume 1: European Expansion, 1535-1 gi 4
Compiled, translated, and edited by
J. C. Hurewitz

In this first revision of his standard reference
collection of important documents in the diplo-
matic history of the Middle East, published in
1956 under the title Diplomacy in the Near and
Middle East, Mr. Hurewitz has extended the
geographical coverage to include North Africa
and Afghanistan, doubled the number of docu-
ments, and provided many new introductions.
$30.00

New Yale
Paperbounds
The Politics of Rights
Lawyers, Public Policy, and Political Change
Stuart A. Scheingold $2.95

Congress
The Electoral Connection
David R. Mayhew $2.95

The Anatomy of
Communist Takeovers
Thomas T. Hammond, editor
Robert Farrell, associate editor
Foreword by Cyril E. Black $5.95

World Handbook of Political
and Social Indicators
Charles Lewis Taylor and Michael C. Hudson
with the collaboration of Katherine M. Dolan,
Edwin G. Dolan, John T. Dow, and John D.
Sullivan $6.95

The Anatomy of Influence
Decision Making in International Organization
Robert W. Cox and Harold K. Jacobson and
Gerard and Victoria Curzon, Joseph S. Nye,
Lawrence Scheinman, James P. Sewell, and
Susan Strange
$5-95

Yale Yale University Press
New Haven and London
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•PRAK3K
SPECIAL STUDIES

THE PRICING OF CRUDE OIL
Economic and Strategic Guidelines for an
International Energy Policy (expanded and
updated edition)
Taki Rifai
422 pp. Sept., 1975 ISBN 0-275-01510-6 $25.00

JAPAN'S NUCLEAR OPTION
Political, Technical, and Strategic Factors
John E. Endicott
314 pp. July, 1975 ISBN 0-275-05320-2 $20.00

CHINA AND JAPAN-
EMERGING GLOBAL POWERS
Peter G. Mueller and Douglas A. Ross
240 pp. July, 1975 ISBN 0-275-05400-4 $16.50
PSS Student Edition: ISBN 0-275-89390-1 $5.95

INTERNATIONAL POLITICS IN
EAST ASIA SINCE WORLD WAR II
Donald F. Lach and Edmund S. Wehrle
400 pp. June, 1975 ISBN 0-275-05420-9 $23.50
PSS Student Edition: ISBN 0-275-89380-4 $7.95

CRIMES AGAINST INTERNATIONALLY
PROTECTED PERSONS:
PREVENTION AND PUNISHMENT
An Analysis of the UN Convention
Louis M. Bloomfield and Gerald F. FitzGerald
296 pp. Aug., 1975 ISBN 0-275-05350-4 $18.50

THE UNITED STATES AND
MILITARISM IN CENTRAL AMERICA
Don L. Etchison
168 pp. Aug., 1975 ISBN 0-275-05360-1 $14.00

THE UNITED STATES AND
WORLD DEVELOPMENT
Agenda for Action 1975
James W. Howe and the
Staff of the Overseas Development Council
288 pp. June, 1975 ISBN 0-275-05260-5 $16.50
PSS Student Edition: ISBN 0-275-89310-3 $4.50

Please use ISBN or TC numbers
when ordering from:

U.S. POLICY TOWARD AFRICA
Edited by Frederick S. Arkhurst
Til pp. July, 1975 ISBN 0-275-05330-X $16.50
PSS Student Edition: ISBN 0-275-64250-X $6.95

WOMEN IN ACADEMIA
Evolving Policies Toward Equal Opportunities
Edited by Elga Wasserman, Arie Y. Lewin
and Linda H. Bleiweis
188 pp. Aug., 1975 TC0953
ISBN 0-275-28866-8 $14.00

WORKER MILITANCY AND
ITS CONSEQUENCES, 1965-75
New Directions in Western Industrial Relations
Edited by Solomon Barkin
448 pp. Sept., 1975 ISBN 0-275-07410-2 $25.00
PSS Student Edition: ISBN 0-275-89440-1 $6.95

COMMUNICATIONS AND
PUBLIC OPINION
A Public Opinion Quarterly Reader
Edited by Robert O. Carlson
ca. 650 pp. Aug., 1975
ISBN 0-275-07510-9 ca. $20.00
PSS Student Edition: ISBN 0-275-89330-8 ca. $7.95

STATE CONSTITUTIONAL
CONVENTIONS
The Politics of the Revision Process in
Seven States
Elmer E. Cornwell, Jr., Jay S. Goodman,
and Wayne R. Swanson
234 pp. July, 1975 ISBN 0-275-05940-5 $16.50

THE POLITICS OF
NEW COMMUNITIES
A Case Study of San Antonio Ranch
Wayt T. Watterson and Roberta S. Watterson
160 pp. Aug., 1975 ISBN 0-275-08260-1 $14.00

MENTAL HEALTH AND
RETARDATION POLITICS
The Mind Lobbies in Congress
Daniel A. Felicetti
218 pp. July, 1975 ISBN 0-275-09930-X $16.50

publishers I 7 / Fourth A venue New York, New York 10003
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CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS?
If you are planning a move, please fill in the form below and

return it to the American Political Science Association,

1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Address changes should be received at the Association by the

5th of the month to be included in the monthly update of the

Association mailing list.

Name

OLD ADDRESS NEW ADDRESS

LOW COST GROUP INSURANCE AVAILABLE
TO APSA MEMBERS

APSA INSURANCE PLANS
Group Life Insurance

• $15,000 protection with gradual reductions after age 50.
• Optional Dependent Life Coverage.

Accidental Death and Specific Loss
• Worldwide Coverage.
• Permanent Total Disability Benefits.

Hospital Cash Plan
• $20 or $40 each and every day hospitalized.
• Payable for up to 365 days for each period of hospital confinement.
• Benefits begin with the first day of hospitalization.
• Daily benefits are doubled if you are hospitalized for cancer.

For further information write to:
Director, Insurance Programs

The American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20036
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New
from

Comparative Public Policy
The Politics of Social Choice in Europe and America
Arnold J. Heidenheimer, Hugh Heclo, and Carolyn Teich Adams
• For courses in public policy or comparative politics, examines the
differences in taxation, social welfare, and urban and educational
policies in six developed western political systems—those of the
United States, Britain, Sweden, France, West Germany, and The
Netherlands.

• Focuses on confrontations among interest groups, between parties,
and within the bureaucracy—conflicts of great significance in de-
termining the conditions under which public services are delivered
or denied.
September 1975 approx. 288 pages $5.95 (tentative), paperbound

The Psychology of Political Control
Anne E. Freedman and P. E. Freed man
• For courses in political behavior or political psychology, examines
the present body of psychological knowledge that can be applied
to political control.

• By means of a fascinating dialogue between a contemporary prince
and his tutor, the authors systematically explore the findings of
Skinner, Zimbardo, and numerous other psychologists and political
thinkers.
September 1975 approx. 288 pages $5.95 (tentative), paperbound

Presidential Power and Politics
William F. Mullen

•For courses on American government or the Presidency, a brief,
up-to-date text that provides insight into important questions about
the contemporary presidency and the compass of presidential
power.

•Includes discussions of the use of executive privilege; impound-
ment; the war powers; political socialization; the effects of the
media; the limitations of presidential power; and an analysis of the
Ford Administration.

January 1976 approx. 224 pages $3.95 (tentative), paperbound
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St.
Martin's
Human Behavior and World Politics
An Introduction to International Relations
Ralph Pettman
• A comprehensive text for courses in international relations or world
politics that is unique in bringing to bear on the study of global
affairs the diverse perspectives of systems theory, cybernetics, bi-
ology, history, and social psychology.

• Concludes with an examination of the nature and likelihood of
interstate integration and the character of conflict and war, sum-
marizing the most notable theories and empirical findings.
September 1975 approx. 352 pages $6.95 (tentative), paperbound

Socialism
Modern Ideologies Series
Robert Berki

•A concise, interpretive survey of socialist ideas and the develop-
ment of modern socialist movements.

• Offers the student a broad perspective on the basic themes and
elucidates the logic of socialist ideas.
September 1975 approx. 192 pages $4.50 (tentative), paperbound

For a complimentary examination copy or further information, please write
to:

St. Martin's Pressi
P.O. Box 5352
New York, N.Y. 10017
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The United Nations as a Political Institution
Fifth Edition
H. G. NICHOLAS. • "This capital book is of the greatest value to students of
international affairs. It should be on the desk of those who wish to understand
the workings and the potentialities of the United Nations."—Allan Nevins
1975 270 pp. A Galaxy Book $3.95

The Politics of Communication
A Study in the Political Sociology of
Language, Socialization, and Legitimation
CLAUS MUELLER, Hunter College of the City of New York. D "Inoperative"
language is destroying the foundation of political authority, the author argues.
"Superbly interesting. It is so much a book for this moment."

—Daniel Patrick Moynihan
1975 256 pp. A Galaxy Book $3.50

"Lessons" of the Past
The Use and Misuse of History in American Foreign Policy
ERNEST R. MAY, Harvard University. D "Concise and stimulating . . . executed
with May's well-known professional skill A valiant and valuable introduction
to what ought to become a significant discussion."—Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.,
Journal of American History
1975 236 pp. A Galaxy Book $2.95

Three Essays
On Liberty; Representative Government; The Subjection of Women
J. S. MILL, with an introduction by RICHARD WOLLHEIM. D John Stuart Mill's
famous essays are brought together with a new introduction that makes them
more immediate to readers in the 1970s.
1975 570 pp. $4.95

Karl Marx: His Life and Environment
Third Edition
SIR ISAIAH BERLIN. D " . . . the best brief account of the life and thought of
Marx that I know. Writing with cool objectivity, the author traces the develop-
ment of the Marxist doctrine against a biographical background which is
recreated with economical, effective strokes."—Saturday Review
1963 304 pp. A Galaxy Book $2.50

Stalin: A Political Biography
Second Edition
ISAAC DEUTSCHER. • Firmly established as the standard Stalin biography,
this study clearly shows the forces that shaped this leader and the political
scene of his time.
1967 684 pp. A Galaxy Book $5.95

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
SOO MACMSON AVENUE
NEW YORK. CM V XXTtB
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1
Will today's legal system suffer future shock?
Can our present legal institutions meet the demands of tomorrow?

LAW AND THE
AMERICAN FUTURE
An American Assembly Book

MURRAY SCHWARTZ, Editor
Dean of the Law School, University of California, Los Angeles

The fifteen distinguished contributors to this book describe the challenges
law makers and lawyers will soon be facing, and discuss ways we can
successfully meet our future legal needs.

The change in women's roles and family structure . . . the declining
importance of work as a cardinal value in our society . . . the rapidly
approaching limits of American energy and raw materials . . . the far-reaching
impact of instant global communication—all these phenomena and others
necessitate change now, and indicate the direction and magnitude of
change we can expect in the near future.

LAW AND THE AMERICAN FUTURE shows why law makers and
administrators, lawyers, and concerned citizens must begin now to anticipate
and meet the needs of tomorrow, if we are to live orderly lives, governed by
laws which reflect the realities of radically different living conditions.

Cloth $9.95 (52606-1) / Paper $4.95 (52605-3)

Spectrum /?K\ Books
At your bookstore. Teachers: for examination copies, contact your
local P-H field representative. PRENTICE-HALL, INC., Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey 07632.
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Eight important
political readings

that have nothing
to do with Watergate

1. Representatives and Represented:
Bases of Public Support for the American Legislatures
by Samuel C. Patterson, Ronald D. Hedlund and Robert G. Boynton

Concerns public sentiment regarding political actors and institutions and
the amount of support various people have of their government and its
activities. Here is an in-depth study of the support levels three groups of people
(citizens, a political elite, and state legislators) have for the Iowa legislature.
It offers the probable factors contributing to high levels of support, and a
comparative analysis of findings for other states and a national sample. The
treatment explains how public support is related to other aspects of the
legislative process—decision making, candidate motivations etc. Although the
data used in this study were collected before Watergate, the findings help one
understand the apparent stability of the political system after stress.

1975 $15.95 (tent.)
2. Measurement and Analysis of Political Systems

A Science of Social Behavior
by Stephen Coleman

Presenting important new findings, this book shows that an important class
of large-scale social and political phenomena can be analyzed and explained
quantitatively, as an exact science. Explains how fundamental regularities of
social structure and social change are a necessary result of people acquiring
knowledge about their societies. 1975 $16.95

3. Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods
A Phenomenological Approach to the Social Sciences
by Robert Bogdan and Steven J. Taylor

A complete guide to the important research approaches of the past ten years.
Offers a background on the theoretical perspectives on which qualitative
research is based. Shows how to conduct different types of qualitative
research, including participant observation and open-ended interviewing, and
how to analyze qualitative data and how to write qualitative studies. Provides
sample essays written by the authors from qualitative data. Familiarizes the
reader with the entire research process, "...a textbook on a crucial social
science enterprise where none has existed before...an easily understandable
guidebook," Irwin Deutscher, Case Western Reserve University 1975 $12.00 (tent.)
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4. A Theory of Party Competition
by D. Robertson

The only book to test Downsian predictions of party ideological competition.
Using advanced statistical techniques, it studies the socio-economic correlates
of changes in manifestos and election addresses in Britain over a forty year
period. Discusses spatial models of party competition and democratic theory
as it relies on assumptions of party competition. 1975 $ 19.95 (tent.)

5. Patterns of Authority
A Structural Basis for Political Inquiry •
by Harry Eckstein and Ted Robert Gurr

Equates political analysis with the study of authority patterns in social units.
Analyzes prevailing notions of political analysis and presents a conceptual
scheme for the analysis of authority relations. Discusses properties which
make precise descriptions and comparisons of authority relations in social
units as diverse as the family and the state. 1975 $16.95 (tent.)

6. Political Institutionalization
A Political Study of Two Sardinian Communities
by Francesco Kjellberg

The development toward a more distinct political structure in two originally
politically undifferentiated communities has been framed in terms of political
institutionalization, empirically analyzed in three dimensions: the depnvati-
zation of political relations, the establishment of more articulated political
structures, the development of a specific political elite. 1975 $15.95

7. Yeas and Nays
Normal Decision-Making in the U.S. House of Representatives
by Donald R. Matthews and James A. Stimson

How congressmen make up their minds. Using computer simulation and
personal interviews, the authors present a cogent theory of decision-making.
1975 $14.95

8. The End of Medicine
by Rick J. Carlson

This shocking book considers the relative absence of a relationship between
medicine—physicians and hospitals—and health. Explores the "limits" of
modern medicine and the divergence between medicine and the needs of the
population. Discusses the push for national health insurance and calls for an
evolution of a new medicine. 1975 $12.95

Wiley-lnterscience
a Division of John Wiley & Sons, inc.
605 Third Avenue New York, NY 10016
In Canada: John Wiley a Sons. Canada. Ltd. 22 Worcester Road. Rexdale. Ontario

Mail to: WILEY-INTERSCIENCE
Dept. 871
Post Office Box 4569 Grand Central Station. New York, N.Y 10017
Gentlemen:
Please send me the book(s) I have checked below to read and use free for ten
days. (Restricted to the continental U.S. and Canada.) At the end of that time, if
l am satisfied with my order, I will send you the amount indicated for each book
received plus postage and handling. Otherwise I will return the book(s) and
owe nothing.
• Save Money: If you include payment (plus sales tax where applicable) we
pay postage and handling charges. Same return privilege, full refund guarantee.
(We normally ship within 10 days. If payment accompanies order and shipment
cannot be made within 90 days, payment will be refunded.)
• Bill me • Bill company • Check enclosed
D 1 * 0-471 -67080-4 • 4* 0-47 1 -72737-7 • 7* 0-471 -57695-6
• 2 0-471-16492-5 • 5* 0-471 -23076-6 D 8 0-471-13494-5
0 3*0-471-08571-5 D 6 0-471-49034-2
• Please send me a list of local bookstores carrying your titles.

Name
Affiliation.
Address _
City State Zip
•A forthcoming book. Do not send payment: we will Dill you later Payment for foreign orders must be made
in U.S. currency, by U.S. banK draft, international money order, or UNESCO coupons. Prices subject to change
without notice. 092 A5192-WI
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A Dynamic Analysis
of Scandinavian Roll-Call Behavior

A Test of a Prediction Model on Ten Minority Situations in Three Countries
by Bo Bjurulf

The basic problem behind this study is: How far can bloc voting behavior be predicted
in widely differing parliamentary situations? To find the answer to this a predictive model
was built and tested on ten minority situations in Scandinavian Parliaments. The test
showed that the predictive power of the divisions in committee and the motions made
in the floor debate is indeed high.

A Dynamic Analysis of Scandinavian Roll-Call Behavior should be worth the attention
of anyone, who is interested in Parliamentary Decision-Making Processes and attempts to
predict the behavior of legislators and groups of legislators.

The book can be ordered through your bookshop or directly from the publisher.

72 pages. Sw crs 22: - .

S tudent l i t te ra tur a b Fack, s-22101 Lund, Sweden
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EolHicol Sii

New
Books

cience

•Ws Press
New York,"N.Y. 10017
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RECENT BOOKS FROM

THE GULAG
ARCHIPELAGO 2
Parts III and IV
By Aleksandr I. Solzhenit-
syn. Translated by Thomas P.
Whitney. The masterpiece contin-
ued, with full details of life in the
Soviet hard-labor camps; a re-
markable parody of an anthro-
pological treatise: the "culture"
of the "sons of Gulag," and a
moving coda on the possibilities
of redemption through suffering.
"May well be Solzhenitsyn's most
stunning achievement to date."

—Time Magazine.
Cloth $15.00, paper $2.50

IDOLS OF THE TRIBE
Group Identity and
Political Change
By Harold ft. Isaacs, M.I.T.
Bold group self-assertion—in the
Middle East, Canada, India and
the United States—in recent years
has changed history by riot, war,
and revolution. Professor Isaacs
provides the first world-wide per-
spective on these ethnic and social
convulsions and the sources of
their strength. $10.95

THE UNHINGED
ALLIANCE
America and the
European Community
By J. Robert Schaetzel.
Reviewing first the events of the
past two decades, an experienced
diplomat discusses the future of the
European Community and the
Atlantic Alliance in terms of de-
fense, economics, and political
relations. A Policy Book of the
Council on Foreign Relations.
$8.95

WASHINGTON NOW
By Austin H. Kipl'mger with
Knight A. Kiplinger. Two re-
nowned master-reporters go
behind the scenes to survey the
fascinating multilayered world of
Washington today—the people,
the political and social customs,
the instruments of government that
make the city the focus of world
attention. $12.95
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HARPER & ROW

INDIRA GANDHI
Speeches and Writings
Spanning over twenty years, this
selection of major speeches and
articles by India's Prime Minister
range from Mrs. Gandhi's child-
hood memories, including those of
Mahatma Gandhi, through India's
achievements since Independence
and the position of women, to
continuing domestic problems and
important aspects of India's for-
eign policy. $8.95

SOVIET EUROPE
By Donald R. Shanor. An
American journalist who lived in
East Europe for many years gives
an inside view of the "buffer"
countries that stretch from the
Baltic to the Black Sea—their his-
tory, their people and their lead-
ers. "This remarkably good book
...with its authentic glimpses and
responsible analyses will com-
mand attention."

-Publishers Weekly $10.95

VITAL SIGNS, U.S.A.
By John Fischer. The former
editor of Harper's Magazine re-
ports on some little-known experi-
ments in community planning and
action that are changing American
society. "Areal achievement...
worth half a library of texts in
government... and beautifully
written too."—Peter Drucker
$8.95

BODYGUARD OF LIES
By Anthony Cave Brown.
Every ruse of Allied intelligence
and counter-intelligence, all secret
and special operations aimed at
outwitting the Nazis before the
climactic invasion of Europe, now
recounted in stunning detail. "A
triumph of revelation and presen-
tation . . . the most important work
on World War II in a quarter of a
century."—Charles 8. MacDonald,
Chief, European Section, Office of
the Chief of Military History, U.S.
Army. Illustrated. $15.00

At bookstores

2817

Harper &)Row
10 E. 53rd St., New York 1002:10022
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British Journal of Political Science
VOLUME 5 PART 2 APRIL 1975

ARTICLES
SAMUEL BMTTAN
The Economic Contradictions of Democracy

ALLAN KORNBERO, WILLIAM MISHLER AND JOEL SMITH
Political Elite and Mass Perceptions of Party Locations in Issue Space:
Some Tests of Two Positions
JACK DENNIS
Trends in Public Support for the American Party System

ALAN ZUCKERMAN
Political Cleavage: a Conceptual and Theoretical Analysis

NOTES AND COMMENTS
GEOFF FIELDING AND HANS LIEBECK
Voting Structures and the Square Root Law

IVOR CREWE
Reply to Hope's Note

VOLUME 5 PART 3 JULY 1975

ARTICLES
JEANE KIRKPATRICK
Representation in the American National Conventions:
The Case of 1972
ROBERT J. LIEBER
European Elite Attitudes Revisited: The Future of the European Community and European-
American Relations

ROGER DOUGLAS
Economy and Polity in Australia: A Quantification of Commonsense

A. S. COHAN, R. D. MCKINLAY AND ANTHONY MUGHAN
The Used Vote and Electoral Outcomes: The Irish General Election of 1973

NOTES AND COMMENTS
PETER MORRISS
The Pluralist Case Not Proven: Hewitt on Britain

RICHARD MINNS
Policy Analysis: A Note of Disbelief

PETER WAGSTAFF
A Remark on Similarity Conditions

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Bentley House, 200 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB
32 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022

Single parts £3.50 net in UK (US $10.50 in USA and Canada)
Subscription price £11 net in UK (US $33.00 in USA and Canada)
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Registry of

Retired Professors
The Association has established a Registry of Re-
tired Professors. The Registry serves as an infor-
mation exchange for those retired professors who
are willing to teach one or more courses on a one-
semester or one-year basis, and those institutions
desiring to make such appointments. Any retired
professor wishing to be listed in the Registry
should contact the Association to receive an ap-
plication form. Departmental chairmen wishing
to inquire about the availability of retired profes-
sors in a certain specialty or geographic area
should write specifying their requirements.

Director, Registry of Retired Professors
American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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Political Studies:
Europe and Asia

ISHIWARA KANJI AND
JAPAN'S CONFRONTATION
WITH THE WEST
MARK PEATTIE
"In this careful study of Ishiwara Kanji we
finally have a comprehensive appraisal of
one of the most important military officers
in modern Japanese military history. Of
profound interest to scholars of modern
Japanese history, specialists in Sino-Japanese
relations, intellectual and military historians,
and political scientists, it is a most valuable
contribution to the study of modern
Japanese history."—Hosoya Chihiro,
Hitotsubashi University $16.50

7th Edition

IRAN
Past and Present
DONALD N. WILBER
Long recognized as the standard work on
Iran, this book has been completely revised
to update statistics and to include current
information on the country's history. "The
best short summary of Iran's two and a half
millennia of history yet to appear in print."
-Middle East Journal $ 17.50

THE STANDARD-VACUUM
OIL COMPANY AND
UNITED STATES EAST
ASIAN POLICY, 1933-1941
IRVINE H.ANDERSON, JR.
"This study offers the first extensive analysis
of the intricacies of petroleum diplomacy
in the prewar Far East. It gives a fascinating
insight into the struggle for mineral re-
sources, the importance of which transcends
Japanese-American complications of 1941
and has obvious contemporary implications.
It is no exaggeration to say that I found
something new and interesting on almost
every pz%t."—Akira Iriye, University of
Chicago $12.50

STUDIES IN THE
INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF
TOKUGAWA JAPAN
MASAO MARUYAMA
Translated by MIKISO HANE
This is the first English translation of
Masao Maruyama's most important work,
originally published in Japan in 1952. A
comprehensive study of changing political
thought during the Tokugawa period, the
book traces the philosophical roots of
Japanese modernization. "This translation
of his book will advance greatly the level of
sophistication and judgment possible in
teaching and reading about Japan through-
out the western v/or\d."-Morius B. Jansen,
Princeton University $15.00

Now in Paperback

DIVISION AND COHESION
IN DEMOCRACY
A Study of Norway
HARRY ECKSTEIN
Written under the auspices of the Center of

International Studies, Princeton University
Paperback, $3.45 • Cloth, $11.50

THE DEATH OF
COMMUNAL LIBERTY
A History of Freedom in a
Swiss Mountain Canton
BENJAMIN R. BARBER
Paperback, $3.95 • Cloth, $12.50

Order from your bookstore or direct from
PRINCETON
UNIVERSITY PRESS
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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Students, professors, and those interested in the study of politics and
government are invited to become members of the AMERICAN POLITI-
CAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

JOIN APSA
membership includes:

THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW—quarterly journal of
scholarly articles and book reviews in political science, and

PS—quarterly journal of association news and articles of professional

concern

Opportunity to register in the APSA Personnel Service—currently lists
the largest number of political science teaching and research positions.

Attend the APSA Annual Meeting, August 29-September 2, 1974, Chi-
cago.

This is an application for membership. Upon receipt of this form we will
mail you a membership card and begin a year's subscription to the
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW and PS.

Student $10 •
Annual

if your annual income is under $12,000 $20 •

$12-15,000 $25 •
over $15,000 $30 •

Please send with remittance to:

Membership Secretary

AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

1527 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

Add $1 for foreign postage.
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Chicago
THE UNITED STATES

AND BRITAIN
H. G. Nicholas

The noted historian H. G. Nicholas pro-
vides a British perspective on the history of
Anglo-American relations from Yorktown
to the present, with special emphasis on the
post-World War II era.

United States in the World:
Foreign Perspectives series

2975 viii, 196 pages Cloth $10.00

THE MUNICIPAL
REVOLUTION IN AMERICA

Origins of Modern Urban Government
2650-2525

Jon C. Teaford
This study traces the evolution of the city in
America through the colonial and early
national periods of U.S. history. It is the
first work to treat both the legal and po-
litical aspects of the municipal corporation.

1975 160 pages Cloth $9.75

THE GENTLEMEN'S CLUB
International Control of Drugs

and Alcohol
Kettil Bruun, Lynn Pan,

and Ingemar Rexed
With a Foreword by Norval Morris

Thoroughly documented with interviews
and case studies, this work traces the de-
velopment of a complex system of legal and
administrative controls over drug produc-
tion and distribution, and examines the role
of individuals, nations, and interest groups
in this process.

Studies in Crime and Justice
1<>75 352 pages Cloth$12.50

ENERGY: THE POLICY ISSUES
Edited and with a Foreword

by Gary D. Eppen
With a Preface by Harold S. Geneen

Eight lectures by the most eminent scholars
in their fields, exploring in depth the major
themes of the energy situation. Published
under the auspices of The Journal of Busi-
ness.

2975 Cloth TBA September

THE CITIZEN AND
THE STATE

Essays on Regulation
George J. Stigler

The essays collected here represent the de-
velopment of Stigler's thought on the the-
ory, history, and present practice of public
regulation of economic life.

1975 224pages Cloth$10.95

Now in Paper:
PRESIDENTIAL POWER
AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Toward a New Constitution
Charles M. Hardin
264 pages Paper $3.95

The University of Chicago Press
Chicago 60637
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New
TOKcbbooks

JOSE ANTONIO
PRIMO DE RIVERA
Selected Writings
Edited and Introduced by
Hugh Thomas

"Jose Antonio [was] the founder of what was indeed
the closest approximation to a fascist movement in
Spain, the Spanish Phalanx. . . .His writings, though
often juvenile and unthought-out, do have a definite
place in, even influence over, the Spanish authoritar-
ian regime which grew out of the civil w a r . . . .
Essentially he was a critic of the 'liberal state,' in
which . . . 'you are free to work as you like,' even
though perhaps, 'you will die of hunger in the midst
of the utmost liberal dignity.' "

—from the Introduction
TB/1885 $4.50

ITALIAN FASCISMS
From Pareto to Gentile
Edited and Introduced by
Adrian Lyttelton

"Fascism as a movement.. . was prepared, inter-
preted, and shaped by ideas formed in a generation
of anti-democratic thought. These ideas were not
all compatible. They came from men of different
intellectual traditions, and their influence was dis-
continuous. . . .Every one of the writers represented
in this collection, except for Mussolini himself, had
serious reservations about some aspect of Fascism.
. . . .However, in the case of all these writers it is
possible to see how some of their ideas became cur-
rent within Fascism."—from the Introduction

TB/1884 $4.75

THE MAFIA OF A
SICILIAN VILLAGE,
1860-1960
A Study of Violent
Peasant Entrepreneurs
Anton Blok

"He deals with the fates of vulnerable people in the
midst of multiple concentrations of power. . . .
The beauty of his book is in the analysis, in the way
he ties everyday routines, ordinary suffering, con-
crete social relations in one forlorn Sicilian village
to structures of power and exploitation which are
common throughout the contemporary world."
-CHARLES TILLY, from the Foreword

TB/1790 $3.95

For a complete
catalog, write

Harper €> Row
Paperback Dept.
10 E. 53d St., New York 10022
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Tifv 71* 71* 71*
TOUCHSTONE

PAPERBACKS
SIMON AND SCHUSTER

630 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10020

1 ^ ,-v* ^;

*- •«

For complimentary examination copies, write on your
departmental letterhead to School and Library Serv-
ices, address above. Include details on course in
which you are considering using title requested, and
advise us where you have seen announcement.

Redman, Eric
THE DANCE OF LEGISLATION
Foreword by Richard E. Neustadt
The book traces the drafting and passing of a piece of legisla-
tion—the National Health Service Corps Act—with all the
maneuvers, plots, counterplots, alarums, frustrations, triumphs
and sheer work and dedication involved. "An outstanding
book for undergraduates interested in polit ics.... There have
been many case studies written to illuminate the legislative
process... but Redman's effort is distinctive... the book may
stimulate some young readers into considering seriously a
career in politics."—Choice. " . . . a unique and innovative
study.... A fascinating account of the day-to-day strategy of
lawmaking."—Library journal. "Few writers have actually pro-
duced a book that has such a useful blend of information,
self-deprecatory humor, and keen rendering of the distinctive
atmosphere of Congress." —William V. Shannon, The New York
Times Book Review.
• 21746 $3.95

Schrag, Peter
TEST OF LOYALTY:
Daniel Ellsberg and the Rituals of
Secret Government
In this timely book Peter Schrag describes one of the most
important legal constitutional confrontations of the decade—
the Pentagon Papers trial. Focusing upon the central figure of
Daniel Ellsberg, who renounced his role in the military-
industrial complex and turned over copies of secret govern-
ment papers to The New York Times, Peter Schrag explores the
limits of the right to dissent and the use of civil disobedience.
"Perhaps the most devastating thing about reading this book
is its reminder of how rapidly we forgot the incidents it
describes, and how badly we need constant reminders of
them. . . . Test of Loyalty cannot fail to help us recover a sense
of moral outrage."—Robert McAfee Brown, New York Times
Book Review. "A lucid journalistic description and analysis of
the political trial of Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo."-
Choice.

• 22021 $3.95

Cranston, Maurice, ed.
PROPHETIC POLITICS: Critical Interpretations of
the Revolutionary Impulse
Six brilliant analyses of the most controversial political
strategists of our time—Che Cuevara, Jean-Paul Sartre,
Herbert Marcuse, Frantz Fanon, R. D. Laing, and Black
Power advocates Stokely Carmichael, Huey P. Newton, and
Eldridge Cleaver. "It is by far the best treatment of the
New Left that has appeared: clean, cool, and crisp in its
assessments and as dispassionate in its analyses as any book
on so doctrinally murky a subject could possibly be. . . . The
result is the single most devastating treatment of the New
Left and its philosophical heroes that I have read. . . . It is
a badly needed book in many quarters of contemporary
thought." —Robert Nisbet, author of Quest for Community
and Tradition and Revolt.
• 21408 $2.45

lohnston, Jill
LESBIAN NATION: The Feminist Solution
"An addition to the literature of feminist, rather than gay,
liberation and of radical, rather than liberal, analyses of
society . . . Johnston argues for lesbian nationalism as the
only means to the liberation of women . . . Whether one
accepts the premises of her argument or not, she presents
a fresh analysis of the role assigned to women in male-
dominated society and of the reasons women play this
role. In doing so, she raises many questions to which
satisfactory answers (if one rejects lesbian nationalism)
have not yet been found . . . A personal document. . . pro-
vocative, and highly recommended."—Library lournal.
• 21729 Biblio. $2.95
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Practice What You Teach:
VOTE!

Most political scientists teach that voting is every citizen's re-

sponsibility. Yet barely half our members voted in last year's

APSA election. This produced the CNPS's first significant

victory: six Caucus-only candidates were elected, though

none had pluralities over 2 8 % of the eligible voters.

We still believe most members want APSA to serve all the

diverse ways we practice our profession. But if we do not

vote, the Caucus's drive to make APSA an instrument for pro-

moting one political ideology will succeed by default.

Surely APSA's future should be decided by a majority of all

its members.

Practice What You Teach:
VOTE IN 1975!

The Ad Hoc Committee

for a Representative Slate
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NEWLY PUBLISHED

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
and the
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS of
FOREIGN POLICY

CHARLES W. KEGLEY, JR., GREGORY A.
RAYMOND, ROBERT M. ROOD, and
RICHARD A. SKINNER, Editors

Useful as a text or reference, this unified vol-
ume of seminal essays on events research and the

comparative study of interstate behavior provides a
thorough overview of modern foreign policy analysis.

Contributors: Edward E. Azar, Richard A. Brody, Philip M. Burgess, Maurice
A. East, Charles F. Hermann, Raymond W. Lawton, Patrick J. McGowan,
Michael K. O'Leary, James N. Rosenau, and Eugene Wittkopf.
xviii, 318 pages.
ISBN 0-87249-326-1 (cloth) $14.95 ISBN 0-87249-333-4 (paper) $7.95

RECENTLY PUBLISHED
Studies in International Affairs

No. 10

International Relations and the Future of Ocean Space

ROBERT G. WIRSING, Editor

" . . . this book will help [students of ocean affairs] to assess realistically ocean
policy possibilities and methods." — Perspective

xii , 146 pages ISBN 0-87249-303-2 $5.95

No. 11

A Theory of Racial Harmony

ALVIN RABUSHKA

This provocative study focuses on the extent to which the political use of economic
resources affects race relations and concludes that "racial tensions and conflicts are
kept to a minimum under conditions of voluntary exchange in free markets."

xvi, 108 pages ISBN 0-87249-302-4 $5.95

Readers of the APSR are entitled to a 20% discount, but payment
must be enclosed with order. We pay bookrate postage and handling
costs.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS • Columbia SC 29208
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POLITICAL SCI
AND AREA STU

RIVALS OR PARTNERS?

I
EDITED BY LUCIAN W. PYE

• n recent years there has been considerable latent ten-
sion in the academic community between advocates of foreign area
specialization and defenders of the supremacy of the traditional
disciplines. A running intellectual conflict has taken place between
those who are sensitive to the unique and distinctive features of
particular regions and countries and those whose interests lie with
general theoretical developments. This book explores the conflict
tiuough the contributions of leading political scientists who are spe-
cialists of different regions and cul-
tures. The book originated out of

sessions and the presidential
at the 1973 meeting of the

American Political Science Associa-
tion. Contributors are Lucian W. Pye,
Robert E. Ward, Samuel P. Hunting-
ton, Chalmers Johnson, Alfred G.
Meyer, Myron Weiner, Kalman H.
Silvert, Dankwart A. Rustow, Martin
Kilson, Harry Eckstein, and Leon N.
Lindberg.

308 page*, index $10.95

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Tenth and Morton Streets, Bloomington, Indiana 47401
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Dissent in the USSR
Politics, Ideology and People
edited by Rudolf L Take's
"The authors of the essays have all had wide access to samizdat (self-published) material
and have made good use of it. The book should be of interest to anyone who cares about
the fight for individual freedom." — Publisher's Weekly $15.00 hardcover

The Soviet Image of Utopia
Jerome M. Gilison

Piecing together the fragmentary descriptions of the future communist society given by the
current generation of Soviet writers and thinkers, Gilison confronts the much-debated
question of the connection between the theory and practice of communism.

$9.00 hardcover

The Conditions of Freedom
Essays on Political Philosophy
Harry V. Jaffa
Jaffa draws on such varied sources as Aristotle's Politics, Shakespeare's King Lear, and
the Declaration of Independence to illustrate his theories of the problems and paradoxes of
the American political system. $12.50 hardcover

Latin American Foreign Policies
An Analysis

Harold E. Davis, Larman C. Wilson, and others
Historians, political scientists, and economists here examine Latin American foreign policy
from the perspective of the individual nations. $18.00 hardcover, $5.95 paperback

NEW IN PAPER

China and Southeast Asia —
The Politics of Survival
A Study of Foreign Policy Interaction
Melvin Gurtov
Dr. Gurtov's book is a readable and valuable source of information on the mutual foreign relations
of the CPR (Chinese People's Republic) and the three countries studied. It should be of particular
interest to China-watchers — Military Review $3.65 paperback

The

Johns Hopkins
University Press, Baltimore, Md. 21218
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iato frcbool of ^arbarb
Camtmbge, Mate. 02138

Liberal Arts Fellowships in Law

For the academic year 1976-1977 Harvard Law School offers four
or five Liberal Arts Fellowships to college and university teachers in
the arts and sciences for a year at the Law School. Holders of these
Fellowships will have the title of Fellow in Law and . . . (History,
Sociology, Political Science, Economics, Philosophy, etc., depending
upon their particular discipline).

The purpose of the fellowships is to enable teachers in the social
sciences or humanities to study fundamental techniques, concepts, and
aims of law, so that, in their teaching and research, they will be better
able to use legal materials and legal insights which are relevant to their
own disciplines.

Fellowsldp holders will presumably take at least two first-year courses
in law, in addition to more advanced courses, and will participate in a
joint seminar. The year of study will not count toward a degree.

The fellowship grant is sufficient to cover tuition and health fees. The
Chairman of the Liberal Arts Fellowship Committee will be glad to
write a letter to any funding agency to which the applicant has applied
describing the Program and indicating the extent of the Committee's
interest in inviting the applicant to be a Fellow.

Applications should include a biographical resume1 (including aca-
demic record and list of publications), a statement explaining what the
applicant hopes to achieve through his year of study, and two letters
of recommendation to be sent directly by the referees.

Applications for 1976-1977 should be submitted before January 15,
1976, to the Chairman, Committee on Liberal Arts Fellowships, Har-
vard Law School, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

Awards will be announced before February 15,1976.
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lUfll Irookings
Congressional Ethics: ^
The View from the House
EDMUND BEARD and STEPHEN HORN

How do congressmen view their own and their colleagues' behavior arjd attitudes
toward hard ethical questions involving nepotism, campaign financlnj, relations
with lobbyists, and the like? To learn whether they agree on values- $rwhat is and
is not ethical-a questionnaire was administered to and interviews conducted with
a random stratified sample of fifty members of the House of Representatives of the
Ninetieth Congress and, for perspective, with lobbyists, members of the press, con-
gressional staff, and executive agency legislative liaison personnel.

The authors find little agreement among House members about whatteonstitutes
proper behavior. Many of the ethical problems covered in the questionnaire seem
fairly unimportant to congressmen; furthermore, they expect even practices they
consider quite unethical to remain common. Nonetheless, most legislators do not
think congressional behavior is especially bad, at least no worse than behavior else-
where in American government and society.

1975 c. 60 pages $250 paper

World Politics and International Economics . <"'
C. FRED BERGSTEN AND LAWRENCE B. KRAUSE, EDITORS
Economic issues have become a central element in world politics in the 1970s. The
oil embargo, the food crisis, devaluations of the dollar, and the proliferation of
commodity cartels are only the most obvious examples of this new phenomenon.

This volume, first published as the Winter 1975 special issue of theLjournal Inter-
national Organization, applies the expertise of international economists and
political scientists to the task of explaining what has been happening, why the old
international economic order has collapsed, and what can and should be done. It
analyzes the influence of political and economic forces on the world as 9 whole, on
each of the functional components of the world economy (the international mone-
tary system, world trade, multinational enterprises, and foreign aid), and on the
major regional relationships (among the industrialized countries, among the devel-
oping countries, between the industrialized and developing countries, and between
East and West). Each chapter was written either by an economist and a political
scientist jointly, or by a single author versed in both disciplines.

1975 376 pages $5.50 paper j , * 2.50 cloth

Monitoring Revenue Sharing
RICHARD P. NATHAN, ALLEN D. MANVEL,
SUSANNAH E. CALKINS, AND ASSOCIATES

1975 394 pp. $4.95 paper $11.50 cloth

Uncontrollable Spending for Social Services Grants
MARTHA DERTHICK 1975 137 pages $2.50 paper

The 'BrookingslfisltfuHon
1775 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036
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